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Yesterday we gave a few tips around loan portfolio management to help bankers gain traction as new

loan origination begins to accelerate. Today, we pick up by focusing on another area where you may

want to devote summer intern resources. Consider how great it would be right now if you already had

certain data loaded onto your system(s) and had the ability to quickly report on borrower exposures

by lending type, NAICS code, property type and geographic area. These are all data points that don't

change over time, so once loaded they can deliver ongoing value to your bank in multiple areas.

Admittedly, most community banks do business in a small geographic area, but that doesn't mean

you can't get leverage and insight by delving even deeper into city, metropolitan statistical area

(MSA) or zip code level data. In most cases you already have this information, you just need to figure

out how to drop it into a spreadsheet or database so you can leverage the information to better

identify current and potential exposures. It is important to closely check the address loaded on your

system using a complex group of loans first. That way, you can verify the data collected is the one(s)

you want to track (multiple addresses are common for guarantors, legal entities, etc.). Next, include

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes for each loan. Use 6 digits to capture

everything you can and make sure you add this as a field to check when you next audit to ensure all

loans have been properly classified. If you are already capturing NAICS for 3 or 4 digits right now,

expanding it will allow for more robust analysis in the future. For those who don't do this yet, consider

that NAICS coding is a standardized approach the U.S. Census Bureau uses to classify businesses.

Using these codes allows you to gather statistical and economic analysis from multiple sources that

you can leverage (think loan loss reserves, borrower concentrations, etc.). The Census Bureau assigns

a code to each business based on the activity that generates the most revenue. Since you care about

loan cashflow the most, leveraging this coding system makes sense and adds flexibility for your bank.

As a quick aside, NAICS coding is designed so that the 1st & 2nd digits represent the economic

sector; the 3rd digit is the subsector; the 4th is the industry group, the 5th is the industry grouping

and the 6th digit is the national industry grouping. As an example, a loan to a car wash would be

found under #8 for transportation and warehousing; then 81 for Other Services; 811 for Repair and

Maintenance; 81119 for Other Automotive Repair and Maintenance and 811192 for car washes. Note

that code 811192 includes all establishments that primarily engage in cleaning, washing and/or

waxing automotive vehicles. When you look it up you will find it includes businesses that do

automotive detailing, washing, polishing, car detailers, mobile car and truck washes, self service car

washes and truck and bus washes. That gives you a lot of information and flexibility. Once you have

captured the 6 digit NAICS code and the zip code, you now know how many of a certain type of loans

you have, the loan grade assigned to each and in aggregate; the loan amounts and the location to

name a few data points worth analyzing. This gives you plenty of flexibility to do a great stress test

on the impact of debt coverage of these customers if, say, chemical prices rise 15% for materials

found in car wash soap. This is easy to do and gives you the ability to determine exposures by

different factors. If you aren't all that into stress testing because you have enough stress of your own,

consider using this data to improve pricing and profitability. Simply by being able to view similar loans

by NAICS code, you can determine how well you are maintaining pricing discipline, track trends and

identify sectors that might need attention (as well as those that are just fine). No matter how you use

this data, the first step is to collect it, so make it a priority for the summer and get a couple of interns
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to start dropping it onto your system. Then check it, audit it and start using it to make improved

decisions about overall loan portfolio risk. Start slow, take one step at a time and break the project

into mini-projects so you can see your footsteps as you go.
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BANK NEWS

M&A

Pioneer Bank ($128mm, TX) will acquire Colorado Valley Bank ($30mm, TX) for an undisclosed sum.

Earnings

PNC reported an 18% YOY increase in 1Q revenue driven by greater mortgage production. 1Q

earnings were $811mm or almost double 4Q and 3% less than 1Q of 2011.

Bank of America

The Bank releases earnings tomorrow but analysts are waiting to see how much of the HELOC

portfolio will be reclassified into NPAs (due to the change in regulatory guidance that requires HELOCs

with high LTVS over 100% be reclassified as an unsecured loan). The guidance is expected to impact

$2B of existing loan volume.

Checking Disclosure

TD Bank became the second major bank (following JP Morgan Chase's lead) to adopt the Pew

Charitable Trusts' disclosure form to simplify its checking account information. While the median

length of disclosure documents normally run 111 pages at large banks, TD now has theirs down to 3

pages.

Civil Penalty

The Fed said Bank of New York Mellon will pay a $6mm civil penalty to settle allegations it pledged

ineligible collateral as part of a program to help money-market funds at the height of the financial

crisis.

Housing

Analysis from the Census Bureau finds owner occupied housing represents 66% of the total

population, while renters make up 34%.

Multifamily

The Census Bureau finds there are 17,542 apartment units in operation. Of note, 19% of them were

built after 1990, while 81% were built prior to that.
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